Ultrabait VR
Vandal resistant steel bait station

Fixing Instruction
Caution: Sharp edges, exercise care whilst fitting or servicing steel bait stations.
Light wall fixing bracket Product Code VRA‐02
Masonry walls – Use plastic plugs and heavy gauge screws
Insert two M5 bolts through short flange of bracket and fix to box base plate using nuts supplied.
Must be assembled with nuts on top (Please note centre hole does not align)
Position box against wall with bracket fitted, drill one hole only and loosely fit first plug and screw to
prevent the box moving as the second hole is drilled. Fit second screw.

Heavy Wall fixing bracket Product Code VRA‐03 (Vandal resistant bracket)
Masonry walls – Use 8mm masonry drill (200‐300mm long)
Note: Please ensure bracket is held firmly back when drilling masonry or the holes may be drilled too
low causing fixing problems.
Position bracket and drill 8mm dia hole through one elongated hole into the masonry and push the
first sleeve bolt supplied loosely into the hole to prevent the box moving sideways as the second
hole is drilled
Fit second bolt and tighten both with a 10mm nut spinner. Caution, over tightening may damage
brickwork.
Now lower box onto bracket and fix with four nuts supplied, tighten with 10mm nut spinner.
The box may now be additionally foxed to floor using 2 front holes if required.

Floor Fixing (No bracket required)
Recommended fixings – Plastic rawl plugs and 50mm heavy gauge screws are normally sufficient but
in extreme circumstances use 8mm steel sleeve anchors, though these may be harder to remove if
the box is to be relocated.
Position box, drill, plug, and screw 1st hole, now check box is parallel to wall and drill, plug and screw
2nd hole then drill and fit remaining screws.

Ground Stake Product Code VRA‐04
Remove bolt and fix into ground using 7lb hammer. Open box and insert bolt through centre hole in
base plate and screw into threaded hole in top of stake, tighten with nut spinner. Do not over
tighten.
Only use in ground which will sufficiently retain stake as stakes could cause or be used to cause
injury. If in doubt concrete in position.

IMPORTANT ‐ Final check for all fixing methods or free standing
Once installed and the box locked, rattle the lid up and down at the lock end and check that there is
some vertical free play approx 2mm. Free play is a good indicator on all Ultrabait that the box is
locked properly.

Ultrabait VR
Vandal resistant steel bait station

Troubleshooting
No free play following installation
Remove bait tray and re test, if the free play returns please check the following.
That there is not excessive dirt under the bait tray.
That bait blocks are not stacked above the top of the bait tray
That the reinforcing bars (if fitted) are pushed in properly.
That the bait spikes are not fitted in the wrong holes, boxes fitted with 4 spikes have 2 long spikes
fitted
nearest to the cut out in the bait tray and 2 shorter spikes fitted away from the cut out.
If problems persist, remove spikes and reinforcing bars to find which is causing the problem.
No free play without bait tray in place – slacken floor fixings to find if distortion in base plate caused
by an uneven floor is the problem.
The key will not turn
Try a different key
Lift the key off the bottom slightly and try and turn again
Check that debris in the keyhole is not stopping the key from bottoming
The key turns but the lid will not lift
Rattle the lid up and down at the lock end and check that there is some vertical free play, if not, turn
the key whilst pushing the lid down firmly at the lock end this should release the lock.

